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Brain Chip Series

Brain Chip Series 

Includes the three primary sessions of My "Brain Chip" mission ... 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $69.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Listen to the Sample...

My Brain Chip SERIES gives Me direct access to the deepest recesses of your mind. My Brain Chip
once implanted leaves you eager to Please, so suggestible to ALL My programming and commands.
This training strengthens My Control and intensifies your enslavement and servitude to please Me with
your desire to become what I choose you to be, My perfect slave. ACTIVATION will be My trigger inside
your mind. My Brain chip makes My instructions a COMPULSION. When you hear the phrase TRIGGER
that controls the chip, My Control Implant will override your brain which will shut down and stand by to
accept all My programming.

The three mp3 sessions included:

Brain Chip - Implant
Brain Chip - Activation
Brain Chip - Simple Logic

Click HERE to find My Brain Chip implant upgrades ...
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Reviews

Tuesday, 08 August 2017 

This is a very very powerful series. It will take hold of you in unexpected ways...it did for me. It made changes to my very core.
Wonderful changes. I've been taken down another level...a level i didn't know could exist given my current understanding...always
thinking i'm as deep as i can possible go. Domina proved me wrong once again. I'm in awe of it all. Stunned actually. When i started this
journey, i pursed her files, but now, now i feel LEAD to listen more and more. Somewhere along the way i unknowingly let go of the
reigns and Domina took over. These files may be the catalyst for that transition. Embrace it and enjoy the loss of control to a most
wonderful woman.

Tim D 

Thursday, 08 June 2017 

Wonderful series of files. When calculating this against the cost of buying them separately, please keep in mind the sign up to future
implant upgrades is also a $15+ file, making this a huge bargin and we'll worth your time. Definitely worth a pickup and listen to. Highly
recommended!

Rose Willis 
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